ECG pattern recognition and classification using non-linear transformations and neural networks: a review.
The most widely used signal in clinical practice is the ECG. ECG conveys information regarding the electrical function of the heart, by altering the shape of its constituent waves, namely the P, QRS, and T waves. Thus, the required tasks of ECG processing are the reliable recognition of these waves, and the accurate measurement of clinically important parameters measured from the temporal distribution of the ECG constituent waves. In this paper, we shall review some current trends on ECG pattern recognition. In particular, we shall review non-linear transformations of the ECG, the use of principal component analysis (linear and non-linear), ways to map the transformed data into n-dimensional spaces, and the use of neural networks (NN) based techniques for ECG pattern recognition and classification. The problems we shall deal with are the QRS/PVC recognition and classification, the recognition of ischemic beats and episodes, and the detection of atrial fibrillation. Finally, a generalised approach to the classification problems in n-dimensional spaces will be presented using among others NN, radial basis function networks (RBFN) and non-linear principal component analysis (NLPCA) techniques. The performance measures of the sensitivity and specificity of these algorithms will also be presented using as training and testing data sets from the MIT-BIH and the European ST-T databases.